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The barotropic compressible Navier]Stokes equations in an unbounded domain
 .  .are studied. We prove the unique existence of the solution u, p of the system 1.1
in the Sobolev space H kq 3 = H kq 2 provided that the derivatives of the data of the
problem are sufficiently small, where k G 0 is any integer. The proof follows from
an analysis of the linearized problem, the solvability of the continuity equation, and
the Schauder fixed point theory. Similar smoothness results are obtained for a
 .linearized form of 1.1 . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
In this paper, we study a boundary value problem for the steady state,
barotropic, compressible Navier]Stokes equations. Because as a rule, on
the boundary of a region the flow is zero, boundary value problems for the
Navier]Stokes system are generally considered with the condition that the
velocity components vanish on the boundary of the region. An existence
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and regularity theorem for this boundary value problem is developed, for
w x w xexample, in 3, 5 . Recently in 9 , we studied the system on a bounded
domain with non-zero velocities specified on the boundary. The velocity
boundary condition divides the boundary into two parts, an incoming
portion G and an outgoing portion G . Values of pressure, or density,in out
are assigned on G , and under certain hypotheses, a solution to thein
problem is obtained. However, high regularity of the solution is blocked by
singularities in the solution at points of G l G . The purpose of thisin out
paper is to investigate a case when G l G s B, so there is no reasonin out
for the solution not to be as regular as permitted by the data.
We study the system
¡ymDu y n= div u q r u ? = u q =p s 0 in V , .
div r u s 0 in V , .~ 1.1 .u s u on G ,0¢p 0, y s p y . .  .0
 .  .  .Here V s 0, 1 = y`, ` , u s u, ¨ is the velocity vector, p is the
 .pressure, r s r p is the density, m and n are the coefficients of viscosity
 .which satisfy m ) 0, n ) ym. The functions u s u , ¨ and p that give0 0 0 0
the boundary data are assumed to be smooth functions on the closure of
V. Throughout this paper it is assumed that u G C ) 0 for a constant0 0
C . The incoming and outgoing portions of the boundary, G and G , are0 in out
 . 4  . 4given by G s 0, y : y` - y - ` , G s 1, y : y` - y - ` , andin out
indeed G l G is empty.in out
Our purpose is to prove the following result:
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that u G C ) 0 for the constant C . Let k be0 0 0
 . kq3 kq2 5 5 5 5an integer G 0. Let u , p g H = H with u q p F Ckq3 kq20 0 0 0 1
5 5for a constant C . Then there is a constant C such that if =u qkq21 2 0
5 5  . kq3 kq3=p F C , then there exists a unique solution u, ¨ , p g H = Hkq20 2
kq2  .= H of 1.1 in the ball
5 5 5 5 5 5u y u q ¨ y ¨ q p y p F C ,kq3 kq3 kq20 0 0 k
 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .where C s C m, n , C , C, C , C , k , r , r , t .k , ` kq1, ` kq1, ` kq1, `k 0 1 2 0
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 4.
COROLLARY 1.2. Assume that u G C ) 0 for the constant C . Let0 0 0
 . kq3 kq2 5 5 5 5k G 0 be an integer. Let u , p g H = H with u q pkq3 kq20 0 0 0
5 5F C for a constant C . Then there is a constant C such that if =u qkq21 1 2 0
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5 5  . kq1 kq1=p F C , then there is a unique solution u, ¨ , p g C = C =kq20 2
k  .C of 1.1 in the ball
5 5 5 5 5 5u y u q ¨ y ¨ q p y p F C ,kq1, ` kq1, ` k , `0 0 0 k
 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .where C s C m, n , C , C, C , C , k , r , r , t .k , ` kq1, ` kq1, ` kq1, `k 0 1 2 0
 .To analyze the problem 1.1 , we define new dependent variables u s
 .  .  .u y u and p s p y p . We here set a function k p ' r p rr9 p , and0 0
 .  .define t p , r p as
k p y k p .  .0
t p ' for p / p , t p s k 9 p 1.2 .  .  .  .0 0 0p y p0
r p y r p .  .0
r p ' for p / p , r p s r9 p . 1.3 .  .  .  .0 0 0p y p0
 .  .  .  . .Letting k s k p and r s r p , we have k p s k q t p p y p0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  . .and r p s r q r p p y p . Throughout this paper, we assume that0 0
k is positive. Using the above new variables u, p, and finally replacing0
u, p by u, p, one can derive the equations
ymDu y n= div u q =p¡
qr u q u ? = u q u ? = u s f, in V , 4 .  .0 0~ 1.4 .k p q p div u q u q u ? =p q u ? =p s g , in V , .  .0 0 0
u s 0, on ­ V ,¢p 0, y s 0, .
 .where f s mDu q n= div u y =p y r u ? = u and g s yk div u y0 0 0 0 0 0
u ? =p .0 0
 .  .  .In order to solve the nonlinear problem 1.4 , using 1.2 and 1.3 , we
 .shall rephrase 1.4 into a linearized problem. Let w be a given vector field
 .with w s 0 on G, and let h be a given function with h 0, y s 0. Let
F w, h s f y r w ? = w q w ? = u y rh u ? = w, 1.5 .  .  .  .  .0 0
G w, h s g y th div w y w ? =p , 1.6 .  .0
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 .  .  .where r s r p q h , r s r p q h , and t s t p q h . Let U and V0 0 0
be given functions. Consider the linear problem
¡ymDu y n= div u q r u ? = u q =p s F, in V , .0 0
k div u q Up q Vp s G, in V ,0 x y~ 1.7 .
u s 0, on ­ V ,¢p 0, y s 0. .
 .The system 1.7 will be referred to as a compressible Stokes problem. If
 .  .this system has a solution for F s F w, h , G s G w, h , U s w q u , and1 0
 .  .V s w q ¨ , we may consider the map w, h ª u, p . If it happens that2 0
 .  .  .this map has a fixed point u, p , then the system 1.7 becomes 1.4 .
 .Hence, to solve 1.4 , it suffices to find a fixed point of this map.
 .With regard to 1.7 , we will assume that
U G C ) 0 for the constant C . 1.8 .0 0
In order to solve the nonlinear compressible Navier]Stokes problem
 .1.1 the Schauder fixed point theory is applied to the linearized compress-
 .ible Stokes problem 1.7 for constructing a fixed point mapping on a
proper Banach space. However, in order to find a unique solution of the
linearized problem, we use an abstract formulation which was introduced
w x  .in 8 see Section 2 . There three bilinear forms are considered, taking
into account the properties of the equations considered and also associ-
ated with three operators which consequently lead to an operator equation
  ..  .see 2.5 . In particular the bilinear form c given in 3.20 contains the
convective derivative of the pressure in the linearized continuity equation,
and since the continuity equation can be solved explicitly for pressure
 . along the characteristic lines thanks to the assumption 1.8 see Section
.3 , it will be assumed that the operator T corresponding to the bilinear
 .form c has a bounded inverse see Theorem 2.1 . Furthermore the reason
that we use this formulation is because one may expect to apply this
w xmethod and obtain a similar result like 8 for the approximate solution of
 .the discretization problem of 1.7 . In our coming papers this kind of
methods based on an abstract formulation is applied and used for the
finite element solution of the discrete problem.
In this paper, we will use the classical notation concerning the Sobolev
k , p .space: W V , k integer, 1 F k - `, is the Sobolev spaces of real valued
L p functions on V, such that all their derivatives up to order k belong to
p . k . k , 2 .  . 5 5L V . If p s 2, we write H V s W V . We write u, ¨ , u , the0
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2 .  . 5 5scalar product and the norm in L V , u, ¨ , and u , the scalarkk
k .product and the norm in H V ,
k
j ju , ¨ s = u , = ¨ , .  .k
js0
j  4 p .where = is a multi-index derivation, j s j , j . The norm in L V is1 2
5 5 5 5 k , p . 1 .denoted by u and u denotes that of W V . Also H V 'p k , p 0
 1 . 4 k . k . 1 . 5 5  :u g H V : u s 0 on G , H V ' H V l H V , u ' sup u, ¨ :y10 0
1 . 5 5 4 k .¨ g H V , ¨ s 1 , and C V is the set of k-times continuous differ-10
< <  <  . < 4 5 5entiable functions with the norm u ' sup u x : x g V , u '0, ` k , `
k < j < = u .0, `js0
We shall frequently use the following Sobolev imbedding results see
w x. 1 4 2 `  0.1 : H ; L and H ; L or C , as well as the norm inequalities that
correspond to these imbeddings.
In our proofs, C denotes a generic constant, depending on certain
quantities. We shall make this dependence explicitly, for example, writing
 .  .C V if C depends only on V for example, in the Sobolev inequalities or
 .C V, u , C if C depends both on V, u , and C , and so on.0 0 0 0
2. ABSTRACT FORMULATION
In this section we cite an abstract formulation which was introduced in
w x8 . There an operator equation was formulated in terms of three bilinear
forms and also a finite element approximation for this equation was given.
For convenience we write its formulation here.
Let X, M, and S be Hilbert spaces, with S ; M, S dense in M, and
5 5 5 5q F K q for some constant K. Let a be a bounded linear form onM S
X = X, let b be a bounded bilinear form on X = M, and let c be a
bounded bilinear form on S = M. We associate with these forms problem
 . w x w xP : for f, g g X9 = M9, find u, p g X = S such that
 :a u, v q b v, p s f, v , ;v g X, .  .
2.1 .
 :c p , q y b u, q s g , q , ;q g M . .  .
In these equations, we use the bracket to denote the evaluation of a
linear functional. In the usual way, we associate with the forms a, b, and c,
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operators A: X ª X9, B: X ª M9, B9: M ª X9, and T : S ª M9 defined
by
 :Au, v s a u, v , u, v g X, .
 :Bv, q s b v, q , v g X, q g M , .
2.2 .
 :B9q , v s b v, q , v g X, q g M , .
 :Tp , q s c p , q , p g S, q g M . .
5 5 5 5For the norms of these operators, one has A s a , etc. Some conditions
on the bilinear forms are imposed. It is assumed that there are constants
a ) 0, g such that
5 5 2a v, v G a v , v g X, 2.3 .  .X
5 5 2c q , q G yg q , q g S. 2.4 .  .M
It will be necessary to choose g sufficiently close to zero or negative.
Additionally, it is assumed that the map T : S ª M9 has a bounded
 .  .inverse. Using 2.2 , 2.1 may be written
Au q B9p s f,
2.5 .
Tp y Bu s g .
 .  .One obtains the following unique existence of the solution u, p for 2.1 .
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Assume that 2.3 and 2.4 hold and that g is sufficiently
close to zero or negati¨ e. Assume that T : S ª M9 has a bounded in¨erse.
 .  .Then the problem 2.1 has a unique solution u, p g X = S, satisfying for
some constant K,
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5w xu q p F K f q g . 2.6 .X S X 9 M 9
Proof. Pick p g S such that Tp s g for a given g g M9. Now defineÃ Ã
 .u s u, p s p y p. Then 2.5 becomesÃ
Au q B9p s f q B9p ,Ã
2.7 .
T p y Bu s 0.
y1 y1 .Applying T to both sides of 2.7 , we have p s T Bu. Using this tob
 .eliminate p from 2.7 ,a
y1Au q B9T Bu s f [ f q B9p. 2.8 .Ã
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 .  .To solve 2.7 , it suffices to solve 2.8 for any linear functional f g X9.
 .Equation 2.8 is an identity in X9; applying this identity to v g X, one has
y1 .  .  .  :a u, v [ a u, v q b v, T Bu s f, v , v g X. From its definition, a is aÄ Ä
 .  .bounded bilinear form on X = X. From 2.7 and 2.4 , we haveb
y1 y1 y1b u, T Bu s c T Bu, T Bu .  .
2y15 5G yg T Bu M
2 2 2y15 5 5 5 5 5G yg T B u .X
2 . 5 5Hence, if g is sufficiently small or negative, a u, u G K u for a positiveÄ X
constant K. Thus, by Lax Milgram lemma, a has a unique solution u. SinceÄ
 .  .  .2.7 is equivalent to 2.8 , there is a unique solution u, p g X = S of
 .2.1 . Now, using the coercivity of a,Ä
y15 5 5 5u F K fX X 9
5 5 5 5F K f q g , 2.9 . .X 9 M 91
 y1 y1 5 5 5 y1 54  .where K s max K , K B9 T and also using 2.9 ,1
y15 5 5 5p s T BuS S
5 5 5 5F K f q g , 2.10 . .X 9 M 92
y15 5 5 5  .where K s T B K . Using p s p q p and 2.10 ,Ã2 1
y15 5 5 5 5 5p F p q T gS S S
5 5 5 5F K f q g , 2.11 . .X 9 M 93
 5 y1 54  .  .where K s max K , T . Thus, using 2.9 and 2.11 , we get the3 2
 .inequality 2.6 with K s K q K .1 3
3. A CONSTANT AMBIENT FLOW
 .In order to study the linear system 1.7 , we first consider the continuity
equation
y1 Ãp x , y q U V x , y p x , y s Q x , y in V , .  .  .  .x y
3.1 .
p 0, y s 0, .
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Ã y1where Q s U Q. To solve the continuity equation, consider, for each
fixed y,
y1p x , h x , y q U V x , h x , y p x , h x , y .  .  . .  .  .x y
Ãs Q x , h x , y in V , . . 3.2 .
p 0, y s 0, .
 .where h x, y is the solution of the differential equation: for each y,
y1h x , y s U V x , h x , y in V , .  . .x 3.3 .
h 0, y s y. .
 .  .The solution h x, y of 3.3 is given by
x
y1h x , y s U V s, h s, y ds q y. 3.4 .  .  . .H
0
 .  .Now we put y s h x, y . Then y s w x, y for some function w, since
 .h x, y is increasing in y. Thus
x
y1y s U V s, h s, w x , y ds q w x , y . 3.5 .  .  . . .H
0
 .  .  .Now using 3.2 ] 3.5 , the solution of 3.1 is given by
x
Ãp x , y s Q s, h s, w x , y ds, 3.6 .  .  . . .H
0
Ã y1where Q ' U Q.
 .  .If the functions h and w are given in 3.4 and 3.5 , respectively, then
using the Sobolev embedding H 2 : L`, one can easily show that the
5 5 5 5  5 5 .quantities h , w are bounded by a constant of the form C C , U1, ` 1, ` 30
w xand let U s U, V . The solutions of the following differential equations
will be used to get Lemma 3.1. Consider
p q Uy1Vp s Uy1 Q in V , p 0, y s 0, 3.7 .  .x y
p q Uy1Vp s Uy1 Q in V , p 0, y s 0, 3.8 .  .x y y y 1 y
p q Uy1 p s Uy1 Q in V , p 0, y s 0, 3.9 .  .x y y y y y 2 y y
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y1where Q ' Q y U ? =p, and Q ' Q y U ? =p . Now let Z s U V1 y y 2 1, y y y y
y1 .  .  .y U U V . Then 3.8 and 3.9 becomey
p q Uy1Vp q Zp s Q in V , p 0, y s 0, 3.10 .  .x y y y y 00 y
p q Uy1Vp q Zp s Q in V , p 0, y s 0, 3.11 .  .x y y y y y y y 10 y y
y1 y1 . y1 y1 .where Q s U Q y U U Q and Q s U Q y U U Q .00 y y 10 1, y y 1
 .Hence using 3.3 and the following integrating factor
xH Z s , h s , y .. d s0I x , y ' e , 3.12 .  .
 .the solution p of 3.10 is given byy
xy1p x , y s I x , w x , y I t , w x , y Q t , h t , w x , y dt. .  .  .  . .  .  . .Hy 00
0
3.13 .
 .Similarly the solution p of 3.11 can be given by replacing p and Qy y y y 10
in place of p and Q .y 00
The above formulas are used to prove the following lemma. One can
 .extend these processes to estimate higher derivatives of 3.1 .
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.1. Let p be the solution of 3.1 gi¨ en by 3.6 . Then i
5 5 5 5  5 5 .  . 5 5 5 5 5 5 .p F C Q , where C s C C , U ; ii p F C Q q Q ,0 0 3 1 0 00 1 y
 5 5 .  . 5 5 5 5where C s C C , U ; iii if U is small enough, then p F3 2 21 0 y
5 5 5 5 .  5 5 .C Q q Q where C s C C , U .0 1 32 y y 2 0
 .  .  . 5 5Proof. Part i easily follows. To prove ii , using 3.13 , we get p F0y
5 5 5 5 .  5 5 .  .  .  .C Q q Q , where C s C C , U . Next using i , 3.7 and 3.13 ,0 0 3y 0
 .  .  .ii easily follows. To show iii , we first use the solution of 3.11 and then
get
5 5 5 5 5 5p F C Q q Q , 3.14 . .0 0 1y y 1, y 1
 5 5 .where C s C C , U . Now Q s Q y U ? =p y U ? =p . So the30 1, y y y y y y y
5 5crucial term is U ? =p in estimating Q . To do this, we need to use0y y 1, y
1 4  w  .x.the Sobolev embedding theorem H : L see 1, p. 97, 6
5 5 5 5 4 5 5 4U ? =p F U =p0 L V . L V .y y y y
5 5 5 5F C U =p , 3.15 .1 1y y
where C depends on only the Sobolev embedding constant. Hence
5 5 5 5 < < 5 2 5 5 5 5 5Q F C U q U = p q C =p q Q . 3.16 . .  .0 1 ` 0 0 01, y y y y y y
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5 5  .  .Thus p is bounded by the right hand side of 3.16 . But using 3.70y y
 . 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 5 5 5 5 .and 3.8 , we have =p F C p q U =p q =Q q Q . Fi-0 0 ` 0 0 0x y y x 1
5 5 5 5  .nally combining the inequalities of p and =p and using ii , we0 0y y x
get
5 2 5 5 5 < < 5 2 5 5 5 5 5= p F C U q U = p q C Q q Q .  .0 1 ` 0 0 1y y y y y
5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5F C U = p q C Q q Q . 3.17 . .2 0 0 1y y y
5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 .If U is sufficiently small, we get = p F C Q q Q , and2 0 0 1y y y
 .  .  5 5 .using ii again, obtain iii , with C s C C , U .30
5 5Remark. In the above lemma, we have assumed that U is suffi-2y
ciently small. This condition of being sufficiently small could be avoided, at
a cost of more regularity in U. For our later purposes, it is necessary to
avoid this assumption for higher regularity. From the above lemma we see
 .that the high derivatives of the solution p of 3.1 may be estimated by
computing the high tangential derivatives of the solution. Using this idea,
 .any order regularity of the solution p can be obtained see Section 4 .
To apply the weak formulation of Section 2 to the compressible Stokes
 .system 1.7 , the spaces X, M, and S, and the bilinear forms a, b, and c
must be specified. We define X s H 1 = H 1, and we define the form a by0 0
a u, v s m=u ? =vqn div u div vqr u ? = u v dx , u, v g X. 4 .  .H 0 0
V
3.18 .
2 .We define M s L V . We define S to be the set of functions in M such
that
22 2 y1 1 15 5 5 5q s q q k U ? =q dx - `, U g C V = C V , .  .  .S M H 0
V
3.19 .
and such that q s 0 on G . With these definitions, the bilinear forms bin
and c are defined by
b u, q s y q div u dx , u g X, q g M , . H
V
c p , q s ky1 U ? =p q dx , p g S, q g M . .  .H 0
V
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 .With these bilinear forms, the weak formulation of the system 1.7 is the
 .following: find u, p in X = S such that
 :a u, v q b v, p s F, v , ;v g X, .  .
3.20 .
y1 :c p , h y b u, h s k G, h , ;h g M . .  . 0
Remark. We recall the definition of the distribution U ? =q for q g
2 .  :   . : ` .L V as follows: U ? =q, x s y div Ux , q for all x g C V , where0
 : 2, is an inner product of the L space. Hence it will be sufficient if we
1 .assume that the vector U in 3.19 is the C vector function in V. Besides,
 .  .  .using 1.8 and the procedures as ones from 3.1 to 3.6 the trace of q on
G can be expressed in the following ways: for each y,in
x
y1q 0, y s q x , h x , y y U U ? =q s, h s, y ds, .  .  . .  .H
0
 .  . 5 5where h x, y is given by 3.3 and hence if q - ` then the trace of qS
2 .on G belongs to L R , so it has meaning to require q s 0 on G .in in
<  . <LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that U G C ) 0. Assume that = r u and`0 0 0
<  y1 . <  . 1 2= k U are small enough. There is a unique solution u, p g H = L of`0 0
 .1.7 and
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q p F C F q G , 3.21 .  .1 0 0 0
 < < 5 5 .where C s C m, n , C, C , k , U .` 30 0
 .  .  .Proof. We must show that 2.3 and 2.4 hold, that the map T in 2.2
has a bounded inverse, and that the hypotheses of the lemma imply that
 .the constant g in 2.4 is sufficiently close to zero or negative. To prove
 .2.3 , use an integration by parts to obtain
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5a u, u G m =u q n div u y C = r u u , 3.22 .  .  .0 00 0 `
<  . <  .and so if = r u is small enough, then 2.3 easily follows. Also using`0 0
 .  . .the partial integration, p 0, y s 0 and U ? n 1, y ) 0,
c p , p s ky1 U ? =p p dx .  .H 0
V
1 2y1 y1 25 5G y div k U p q k U ? n p ds . . 0 H0 0`2 ­ V
1 2y1 5 5G y div k U p . . 00 `2
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1 y1 . <  . <So 2.4 holds with g s div k U . Thus g can be chosen sufficiently`02
2 .small. To show that T has a bounded inverse, let g g M9 s L V . Let p
be the solution satisfying the differential equation: ky1U ? =p s g in V0
 .and p 0, y s 0. Then the solution p is given by
x
p x , y s z s, h s, y ds, 3.23 .  .  . .H
0
y1  .  . y1where z s k U g and h x, y is the solution of 3.3 . Then p s T g.0
 .Squaring both sides of 3.23 and integrating on V, we get
5 5 2 5 5 2p F K g , 3.24 .0 0
where K is a constant. So Ty1 is a bounded operator. Applying Theorem
2.1, we get the result.
5 5 5 5Remark. In proving the above theorem, one can get p F C f qS 0
5 5 .g for a constant C, but for later purpose, we only need the estimation0
5 5of p .0
5  y1 .5LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that U G C ) 0. Assume that = k U is20 0
 .  .small enough. Then the solution u, p of 1.7 satisfies
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q p F C F q G , k s 1, 2, 3.25 .  .kq1 k ky1 kk
 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .where C s C m, n , C , k , r , u , U .k , ` k , ` k , ` 3k 0 0 0 0
 .Proof. We first show 3.25 for k s 1. We differentiate the equations in
 .1.7 with respect to y, multiply u , p to both equations, respectively, andy y
integrate by parts and add two resulting equations. Using the Schwarz
inequality, we get
`12 2 y1 25 5 5 5m =u q n div u q k U ? n p 1, y dy . .0 0 Hy y 0 y2 y`
2 2 2y1 5 5 5 5 5 5F C = k U =p q e u q d p . 0 0 00 y y y`
22 y15 5qC e q d F q k G , ;e ) 0, ;d ) 0, 3.26 .  . .0 y0 /0
 <  . < .  y1 . .where C s C = r u . Since e was arbitrary and k U ? n 1, y ) 0,`0 0 0
we have
22 2 y15 5 5 5 5 5=u F CM =p q C F q k G , 3.27 . .0 0 0 yy 2 0 /0
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 <  . < . <  y1 . <where C s C C , m, n , = r u and M s = k U q d . Using` `0 0 0 2 0
 .Lemma 3.1 ii with Q s k div u y G,0
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2=p F C div u q C F q G q G , 3.28 .0 0 0 0 0 /y y
5 5 .where C s C k . Now assuming that M is small enough and com-1, `0 2
 .  .bining 3.27 , 3.28 , we get
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2=u F C F q G q G , 3.29 .0 0 0 0 /y y
 5 5 5 5 5 5 .  .where C s C C , m, n , k , r , =U . Furthermore, using 3.29 ,1, ` 1, ` `0 0 0
5 5  .=p is also bounded by the right hand side of 3.29 . We use the0
5 5momentum equation to compute u . Hence we conclude that0x x
5 2 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2= u q =p F C F q G q G , 3.30 .0 0 0 0 0 /y
 5 5 5 5 5 5 .  .where C s C C , m, n , k , r , =U . Combining this with 3.21 ,1, ` 1, ` `0 0 0
 .  .3.25 easily follows for k s 1. To show 3.25 for k s 2, we use similar
 .procedures. First, we differentiate the equations in 1.7 two times with
respect to y and multiply u and p to both sides of the resultingy y y y
equations and integrate by parts, add two equations. Hence
5 5 2 5 5 2m =u q n div u0 0y y y y
y1q r u ? = u u q k U ? =p p dx . 4 .H y y y y0 0 y y 0 y y
V
s F ? u q ky1 G p dx. 3.31 . .H y y y y 0 y y y y
V
Now by integration by parts,
25 5r u ? = u u dx F C u , 3.32 .  .H 2y y0 0 y y
V
5  .5 .where C s C = r u , and1, `0 0
y1 y1k U ? =p p dx s k U ? =p p dx .  .H Hy y y y0 y y 0 y y
V V
1
y1 2y div k U p dx .H 0 y y2 V
`1
y1 2q k U ? n p 1, y dy. 3.33 .  . .H 0 y y2 y`
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w y1 . xHere we have to be careful in estimating the integral of k U ? =p p0 y y y y
on V. We write
1r2 1r2
2y1 2 y1k U ? =p p dx F p dx k U ? =p dx .  .H H Hy y y y0 y y y y 0 5  5
V V V
5 5 y1 5 4 5 5 4F p k U =p .0 L Ly yy y 0
5 5 y1 5 5 5F C p k U =p .0 1 1y yy y 0
2y1 5 5F C k U p , 3.34 . . 2y y0 1
where we used the Sobolev embedding theorem H 1 : L4. Combining
 .  .3.31 ] 3.34 and using the Schwarz inequality, we get
2 2y1 y15 5 5 5=u F C m , n div k U q k U q d p .  .  .0 2 /y yy y 0 0` 1
5 5 2 5 y1 5 2qC d F q k G , ;d ) 0. 3.35 .  .0 0 /y 0 y y
 .  .From Lemma 3.1 iii with Q s k div u y G, and using 3.35 , we obtain0
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2p F C div u q C u q G q G2 0 2 0 1 /y y y y
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F CM p q C u q F q G q G , ;d ) 0,2 2 0 0 1 /3 y y y
3.36 .
<  y1 . < 5 y1 . 5where M s div k U q k U q d . Assume that M is suffi-` 13 0 0 yy 3
ciently small. Then we have
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2p F C u q F q G q G . 3.37 .2 2 0 0 1 /y y y
5 5 2 5 5 2Now we may compute u , u by differentiating the momentum0 0x x x x x y
 .equation in 1.7 with respect to x, y, respectively, and then u can bex x y
expressed in terms of u , u , =p , F , and u in terms of u , u ,x y y y y y y y x x x x x y x y y
 .  .=p , and F . Hence combining 3.35 , 3.37 , and the case of k s 1, wex x
have
5 3 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2= u F C F q G q G . 3.38 .0 1 0 1 /y y
Therefore we conclude that
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2u q p F C F q G q G , 3.39 .3 2 1 0 1 /y y
 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .where C s C C , m, n , k , r , u , U .2, ` 2, ` 2, ` 30 0 0 0
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We now construct a fixed point map. Let w g H 3 and h g H 2 with0
 .  .  .  .  .h 0, y s 0. Let F s F w, h and G s G w, h be given by 1.5 and 1.6 .
Let U s w q u and V s w q ¨ . So the linear problem to be consid-1 0 2 0
ered is
¡ymDu y n= div u q r u ? = u q =p s F w, h , in V , .  .0 0
k div u q w q u p q w q ¨ p s G w, h , in V , .  .  .0 1 0 x 2 0 y~
u s 0, on ­ V ,¢p 0, y s 0. .
3.40 .
 .  .The existence of the solution u, p of 3.40 is guaranteed by Lemma 3.2.
Hence using the Sobolev inequality H 1 ; L4, H 2 ; L`, one can compute
5  .5 5  .5  .F w, h , G w, h and combine these with 3.25 . Consequently one1 2
 . 3 2  .can easily show that the solution u, p g H = H of 3.40 satisfies0
25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q p F C w q h q =u q =p w .  .3 2 3 2 2 2 20 0
5 5 5 5q C f q g , 3.41 . .1 2
 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .where C s C m, n , C , k , r , r , u , r , t , w .2, ` 1, ` 1, ` 2, ` 2, ` 3 30 0 0 0
 . w xRemark. To see the proof of 3.41 in detail, see 9 .
We now define the map F. Let u and p be given. Let0 0
3 2 5 5 5 5B ' w, h g H = H : w q h F A , 3.42 .  . 43 20
where A F 1 will be chosen later. Choose A so small that U s w q u1 0
 .  .  .  .satisfies 1.8 for w, h g B. From Lemma 3.2, the solution u, p of 3.40
 .  .exists. Let u, p s F w, h . Thus F is well defined on B. Next, assuming
1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .that f q g F A, C =u q =p F A, and CA F , one eas-1 2 2 20 03 3 3
 .ily shows that F B ; B. Finally we prove the following lemma to use the
Schauder fixed point theory.
LEMMA 3.4. For fixed u and p , the map F: B ª B is a contraction in0 0
the topology of H 1 = L2 if A is small enough.0
 .  .  .  .Proof. Consider u, p s F w, h , u*, h* s F w*, h* , and put F s
 .  .  .  .  .F w, h , F* s F w*, h* , G s G w, h , G* s G w*, h* . Then from 3.40 ,
 .  .  . . we get ymD u y u* y n= div u y u* q r u ? = u y u* q = p y0 0
.  .  .  .p* s F y F* in V, k div u y u* q w* q u ? = p y p* s G y0 0
 .  . .G* y w y w* ? =p in V, u y u* s 0 in ­ V, p y p* 0, y s 0. Apply-
 .  .  .  .ing the same procedures as 3.2 , 3.3 , 3.4 , and 3.5 to the above
continuity equation, one can get
x
p y p* x , y s B s, h s, w x , y ds, 3.43 .  .  .  . . .H
0
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y1w .  .  . xwhere B ' U* G y G* y k div u y u* y w y w* ? =p , U* s0
U  .w q u . But using 3.43 , one gets1 0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u y u* q p y p* F C F y F* q G y G* y w y w* ? =p , . .1 0 0 0
3.44 .
 < < . where C s C m, n , C , C, k . For simplicity, let us put r s r p q`0 0 0
.  .  .  .h , r* s r p q h* , r s r p q h , r* s r p q h* . So F y F* s0 0 0
w .  . .  . x  . .yr w yw* ? =w q w* ? = wyw* q w y w* ? =u q r9 j h y h*0
 .  . x w . .  . .xw* ? = w* q w* ? = u y r h yh* u ? = w q h* u ? = w y w* q0 0 0
 . .  .r9 j h y h* h* u ? = w* for some j between h and h*. Using the0
Sobolev inequalities, one has
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F y F* F C w q w* q h* q =u w y w* .0 3 2 2 2 10
5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q C w* q w q w* h* h y h* .3 3 3 2 0
5 5 5 5F CA w y w* q h y h* , 3.45 . .1 0
5 5 5 5 < < . 5 5 where C s C r , r , u and =u F A. Also let t s t p q1, ` 1, ` ` 20 0 0
.  . w .  .xh , t * s t p q h* . So G y G* s yt h y h* div w q h*div w y w*0
 . .  .y t 9 j h y h* h*div w* y w y w* ? =p , where j is between h and0
h*. Using Lemma 3.3 and H 1 : L4,
4 45 5 5 5w y w* ? =p F C =p w y w* . L L
5 5 5 5F C =p w y w*1 1
5 5F CA w y w* . 3.46 .1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G y G* F C w* h* q w h y h* .0 3 2 3 0
5 5 5 5 5 5q C h* q =p w y w* .2 2 10
5 5 5 5F CA w y w* q h y h* , 3.47 . .1 0
 < < . 5 5  .where C s C t and =p F A. Consequently, combining 3.44 ,1, ` 20
 .  .  .3.45 , 3.46 , and 3.47 , we obtain
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u y u* q p y p* F CA w y w* q h y h* , 3.48 . .1 0 1 0
 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .where C s C m, n , C , C, k , r , r , u , t . This implies` 1, ` 1, ` ` 1, `0 0 0
 .  .that F: B ª B, defined by F w, h s u, p , is a contraction in the
11 2topology of H = L if CA F .0 2
 .Proof of Theorem 1.1 with k s 0. The ball B, defined by 3.42 , is a
1 2  .compact convex subset of H = L . We also know that F B ; B. From0
Lemma 3.4, the map F is continuous from B to H 1 = L2. Since the0
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 .continuous image of a compact set is compact, F B is compact in
H 1 = L2. Hence, by the Schauder fixed-point theorem, there is a unique0
 .  .  .u, p g B with F u, p s u, p . Now we combine the previous lemma
series to get our main result and recall that u s u s u y u , p s p s p y0
 .  . 5 5p . Let u, p g B, defined by 3.42 be a fixed point of F. Then u q30
5 5  . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .p F A. Hence, using 3.41 , we get u q p F CA u q p q2 3 2 3 2
5 5 5 5 .5 5 5 5 5 5 .=u q =p u q C f q g for some constant C. Thus, if2 2 2 1 20 0
1 15 5 5 5CA F and =u q =p F , then Theorem 1.1 for k s 0 easily2 20 04 4
follows. Corollary 1.1 for k s 0 follows from Theorem 1.1 and the Sobolev
2 0 .  .embedding theorem H V : C V .
4. HIGHER REGULARITY
In this section we use the notation
­ k p
kp ' k­ y
and similarly for the other functions. To get the regularity of any order of
 .  .the solution u, p of 1.1 , consider the formulation
Upk q Vpk s Q in V ,x y k
4.1 .
pk 0, y s 0, .
ky1 .where Q s Q y U ? =p k G 1 , and Q s Q y U ? =p, andk ky1, y y 1 0, y y
Q s Q, p0 s p.0
 .  .  .  . kUsing similar procedures as 3.2 , 3.3 , 3.4 , and 3.5 , the solution p
 .of 4.1 is given by
x
k Ãp x , y s Q s, h s, w x , y ds, 4.2 .  .  . . .H k
0
Ã y1where Q s U Q .k k
5 5LEMMA 4.1. Assume that U is sufficiently small. Then we ha¨e2y
 . 5 5 5 k 5 5 5 .  . 5 5 5 kq1 5 5 5 .i p F C Q q Q ; ii p F C Q q Q ;k 0 ky1 kq1 0 kk k
 . 5 5 5 kq2 5 5 5 .  5 5 .iii p F C Q q Q , where C s C C , U and k iskq2 0 kq1 kq3k k 0
an integer G 0.
 . 5 k 5 5 5  .Proof. From 4.2 , p F C Q , where C s C C . Differentiating0 0k 0
 .the continuity equation in 1.7 and using similar procedures as the ones in
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the proof of Lemma 3.1 and the induction argument yields
5 5 5 k 5 5 5p F C Q q Q , 4.3 . .k 0 ky1k
k k k 5 5 .where C s C C , =U and Q s ­ Qr­ y .kk 0
Next define uk ' ­ k ur­ y k and F k ' ­ k Fr­ y k. Hence the linear sys-
 .tem 1.7 becomes
¡ k k k k kymDu y n= div u q r u ? = u q =p s F q l.o.t. in V , .0 0
k k k kk div u q Up q Vp s G q l.o.t. in V ,0 x y~
ku s 0, on ­ V ,¢ kp 0, y s 0, .
4.4 .
 .where l.o.t. denotes the lower order terms of u, p .
5 5THEOREM 4.1. Assume that =U is sufficiently small. Then the solution2
 .  .u, p of 1.7 satisfies
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u q p F C F q G , 4.5 .  .kq3 kq2 kq1 kq2
 5 5 5 5 .where C s C C , m, n , k , U and k is an integer G 0.kq2, ` kq30 0
Proof. Applying the same procedures as the ones in the proof of
 .Lemma 3.3 to the problem 4.4 , and using Lemma 3.1 with Q s G y
k div u, we get0
5 k 5 5 k 5 5 k 5 5 k 5 5 5 5 5u q p F C F q G q C u q p , 4.6 . . .3 2 1 2 kq2 kq1
 5 5 5 5 5 5 .  .where C s C m, n , U , k , r . We prove 4.5 by induc-kq3 kq2, ` k , `0 0
 .tion. We know that 4.5 is true for k s 0 by Lemma 3.3. Assume that it is
true for k y 1. Then we can estimate the other derivatives of u, p by
 .differentiating the equations in 1.7 . To be more specific, consider the
5 5 5 5case of k s 1. To compute u and p , take the derivative to the0x x x x x x x
momentum and continuity equations with respect to x respectively, and
u , p can be expressed in terms of the other derivatives of u, p thatx x x x x x x
we already know for their estimates. The case for k ) 1 can be done in a
5 k 5 5 k 5 5 5 5 5similar way. Clearly F q G F F q G . Thus our result1 2 kq1 kq2
easily follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 with k ) 0. For any k ) 0, we define the ball
kq3 kq2 5 5 5 5B ' w, h g H = H : w q h F d , . 4kq3 kq2d 0
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where d F 1. Similarly for the case in Section 3, using Theorem 4.1 with
 .  .F s F w, h , G s G w, h , and U s w q u , V s w q ¨ , one can easily1 0 2 0
 .show that F B ; B for a sufficiently small d , and that F: B ª B is ad d d d
contraction in the topology of H 1 = L2. The proofs of these two state-0
 .  .ments can be shown in a similar way like 3.40 , 3.41 , and Lemma 3.4.
Therefore we obtain Theorem 1.1 and its Corollary 1.1.
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